Don't Petition and Don't Register

By Anna Von Reitz

Do not sign petitions and do not voluntarily register anything.

If you are forced to register anything, be sure to get a reference or limitation on the paper with your signature indicating it was not voluntary on your part.

Or make an illegible signature, just a squiggle that nobody could ever read, and if they complain, shrug and say, well, that's my signature. Take it or leave it.

That's what senior postal officials have been doing for years. Doctors too. There is a method to their bad handwriting skills. And it's not the Palmer Method.

Most of what we are "forced" to do is done by a simple process of lying to us. They say that we "must" and that it is "the law" and we simply haven't asked --- who says? And what law promulgated by what organization? And since when am I part of that organization?

Let's see.... STATE OF ALASKA, run by the Roman Catholic Church. Since when did I become a Roman Catholic and subject to that Church's dictum, taxes, and inquisition? Or, State of Alaska, run ultimately by the British Monarch?

All the hooks that these predatory organizations have set in you and in your assets have been accomplished by the same process: you are told a lie, you (or your Mother) act upon the lie, and they gain a veiled and highly illegal "interest" in you and your assets without paying a penny.

They will say that you "voluntarily" enslaved yourself.

As I put it, these vermin have been on our shores "stealing title to our babies" for six generations --- and all under false pretenses.

So here you have proof that the Father of All Lies does exist and his minions, too.

This is why you never serve them as an "Informant" against your own children. This is why you never voluntarily "Register" anything. This is why you never sign "Petitions" --- which automatically admit that someone other than you has power over you and your life and that you agreed to this.

Americans are literally born as sovereigns on the land and soil of this country. We need to push that point home into their pointy little heads and stand on it. Record your interest in your Good Name and Estate as part of the international land records, because your Good Name and Estate is a land asset.

You have no reason and no need to register anything so as to give away your ownership interest in your assets. Likewise, you have no general need for any trusts.
The creation of Public Trusts held in your name without your knowledge or consent is how you got into this Mess. Creating a Private Trust to hold your assets is not necessary and for most people is just an additional entanglement. Your Trade Name is already a trust, one that belongs to The United States of America [Unincorporated] and the British minions responsible know what that means in actual fact.

If you want to get out of the Mess and I do mean -- out, out, out --- the only kind of trust you need is your own private arrangements stipulating who gets your belongings, who gets to pull the plug if need be, and who acts as Executor of your Estate upon your incompetence, death or permanent disability, established by a properly witnessed Testament. Two living Witnesses and a Public Notary and that Testament declaring your Will gives you all that you need in terms of trusts.

Take care of your own business, make your own arrangements, record your own claims and instructions, and stop believing all the BS you are being sold by self-interested and undeclared Foreign Agents.
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